
Nox Solutions LLC is a company that works for our clients, not some far-
removed shareholders or equity firm. Welcome to a group of individuals who love 
what they do and are dedicated to making our brands the best in their industry.

Nox Solutions knows the media business. Talk radio, television, music, publishing and 
politics are a few areas of our expertise. Our combination of industry know-how, 
advanced technology and online promotional expertise can help you build a profitable 
venture online.

Whether you are new to the Internet or seeking to increase the profitability of your 
current online venture, Nox Solutions is your answer for complete service. If you 
represent the interests of a media personality, or have a media or entertainment-related 
business where ecommerce could play a role, allow us to provide you with a complete 
online strategy.





How does Nox Stack Up Against The Other Guys?
Nox Solutions holds a number of advantages vs. our competition that we want to make you aware of 
as they are important to your company.

RIGHT SIZE
We are big enough to have built a robust, scalable infrastructure and established a proven, profitable business. 
Yet maintain a small, efficient and agile organizational structure to guarantee that your requests won’t ever get 
bogged down in bureaucracy. Our clients will all attest to our extreme attentiveness to their needs. If you want 
something done immediately, we have the ability to achieve a fast turnaround.

PROVEN RELIABILITY
We have been hosting some of the biggest names in radio and TV for years and we have built up a reliable, effi-
cient system with all of the latest technologies and backup security available today. Even if a divine act were to 
destroy a hosting facility, we have contingency plans to ensure that your presence on the web is reestablished 
within minutes.

RIGHT PRICE
WWe believe some very tough economic times are eminent and the radio industry has perhaps been already 
feeling the crunch for a sometime now. Given these economic predictions, every company is looking to lower 
cost. A good scenario would be if we could lower costs while maintaining the same high levels of service. But the 
optimal scenario is one where through Nox, CBS will decrease its cost structure while improving reliability and 
profitability. Being a mid sized, efficient and nimble company enables Nox Solutions to operate in a sweet spot 
and ensure that you are provided with the best value for you money.

RIGHT CULTURE
Our offices may not have fancy Aeron chairs or espresso machines, but our employees are well compensated 
and very happy because we understand they are one of our most valuable resources. We spend money on our 
infrastructure. We do not have a server in any of our hosting facilities that is older than 18 months. This means 
the most cutting-edge hardware powers our infrastructure. We have a gentlemen’s agreement with all of our 
clients; we treat their business like ours, and nothing less!
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OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE



Nox Solutions Infrastructure
Nox Solutions has made an unparalleled commitment to security, reliability, scalability, speed, and 
uptime of our managed websites. We have created an enterprise level infrastructure that enables 
millions of visitors to download, stream and quickly navigate our sites.

PHYSICAL AND NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Nox Solutions operates in multiple data centers simultaneously, and employs global load-balancing between 
those data centers. We also maintain redundant equipment for every important process we have online. All of 
this means that if a server or even an entire data center fails it will not have any effect on the uptime or perfor-
mance of our sites and they will continue running smoothly.

This is accomplished by having Citrix Netscalers as the front end into the data centers as the starting point. 
Netscalers handle everything from Load Balancing, DDoS protection and data compression to ensure that our 
sites run at peak performance. Netscalers are superior in terms of security, speed and reliability to anything on 
the market, so much so that Google uses thousands of them for their infrastructure.

WWe also have layer 2 fiber networks between the data centers so as far as the servers know, they are sitting right 
next to one another in a rack. This allows us to load balance between our servers in a very efficient way. We can 
restart a server for maintenance reasons and because of this and our redundancies, the website will never go 
down for the end user.

Our databases, in addition to being clustered within a data center, also use log shipping to back up to a database 
in the alternate datacenter to ensure uptime in the case of an entire data center going down.

WWe employee multiple CDN networks to ensure that your image and download objects reach the end users 
with maximum efficiency and reliability. We also have many servers from which the CDN networks read to 
ensure that the CDN can always access the files.

Our data centers are co-located with major co-location providers that ensure the highest levels of physical 
security to our equipment.

SOFTWARE AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Nox Solutions software and systems code base is written entirely using enterprise Java. We use the JBoss Appli-
cation Server platform, the most popular, fastest and safest enterprise Java platform in existence today for 
running the code base. We also make sure to stay on the leading edge of developments in JBoss and Java for 
security, reliability, speed and scalability.

Security: We go to the effort of making sure that we use only the JBoss modules that are needed so as to 
minimize security risks as much as possible. In addition, we are battle hardened in the security arena. Some of 
the sites that we host have been the target of many attacks over the years and we have weathered them and built 
up security to ensure that the attackers do not gain the upper hand. We also do not use any offshore outsourcing 
so we can keep very tight control of our code base. We double encrypt all sensitive data in our database, using 
the highest encryption available, so even if someone were to retrieve it, they would not be able to read it.

Scalability: Our code is designed to be linearScalability: Our code is designed to be linearly scalable. If we need to increase capacity, we just add commodity 
application servers. We have our own tested memory caching systems, in addition to using third party ones and 
have many other proprietary systems to ensure that whatever level of traffic you want to send to a site, we can 
handle it.

Speed: Our entire code base and backend infrastructure is designed to be the most efficient possible. In all 
Keynote and other performance metrics, our code execution time is well below some of the fastest sites on the 
internet. We regularly see our web pages returning in sub-second response times.

PrProven: Our code base and system was built from the ground up, having spent millions of dollars, to be an 
enterprise level system that could grow and expand to accommodate whatever could be thrown at it. It has 
spent the last 8 years proving that to be true. 
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ARCHITECTURE & INFRASTRUCTURE
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